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Outline

• Why should we care about language and 
communicative development?
– The achievement gap

• What are we (researchers) doing to help?
– The ESRC LuCiD Centre

• Examples
– LuCiD and the Sefton School Readiness Team
– LuCiD and the Stockport Early Years Partnership



Why should we care about language 
and communicative development in 

the early years?



Silde by Jean Gross: 
http://abetterstart.org.uk/sites/default/files/Jean%20Gross_ABS%20L%26D%20event_Bradford.pdf



From Hart & Risley, 1995

The Achievement Gap



Can we do anything about the 
Achievement Gap?



What influences children’s 
language development? 

Environment

Genetics



What are we (researchers) doing to try 
to help? 



£9.4 million from the 
ESRC (UK funding body)

Global 
network of 

international 
partners

International multi-disciplinary collaboration

Partnership with 
key national 

figures to deliver 
impact



Goal of LuCiD
To transform our understanding of how children learn 
to communicate, and deliver the crucial information 

needed to design effective interventions in child 
healthcare, communicative development and early 

years education.





• How can we help children learn 
language more effectively?

• Building technology (e.g. apps) 
for monitoring language 
development

• Research to uncover relations 
between language 
development, language 
environment, and child’s socio-
cognitive & processing skills 
from birth to school readiness

Research & Technology: Discovering how 
children learn language



Advise government and 
commissioners on causes 
of poor language and the 

best research-led 
interventions

Disseminate evidence-
based information to 
health and education 

practitioners

Communicate research and 
evidence-based advice to 

families and the wider 
public

EIF REPORT

Communication: Working with the 
community



Example 1: LuCiD’s work with Sefton 
School Readiness Team

• Sefton’s School Readiness team
– Train early years practitioners in Speech, Language 

and Communication (SLC)
– Language Champion model:

• Cost effective … if it works



The Sefton Training Study

• We tested whether the Language  Champion 
model works?
1. Does it improve the knowledge of practitioners 

about speech, language and communication
2. Does it change the practitioners’ behaviour; do 

trained practitioners use more language-boosting 
behaviour in the nursery?



Training, especially Language Champion training, improved practitioners’ 
knowledge about speech, language and communication significantly

Practitioners in Language Champion nurseries used more language-boosting 
behaviour, even when they had not undergone any SLC training themselves!



Example 2: LuCiD’s work with 
Stockport Early Years

• The amount of ‘complex language’ caregivers and teachers 
produce predicts children’s abilities to use complex language 
one year later.

• But, how much complex language is used in our nurseries?
• How does choice of play area influence this?  - Ongoing 

research…

• Input into  Stockport Early Years CPD training conferences & 
workshops



Conclusions
• Studies shows the value of combining a multi-disciplinary team with 

complementary expertise:
– Local Authority School Readiness team – provide training and support 

(includes SLTs)
– Early years settings - prioritise SLC training / set research questions of 

interest
– Academics – provide expertise in language development and 

evaluation



Sign up for our newsletter at 
www.lucid.ac.uk


